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Who we are: the Spend Matters evolution 

Background 

•  Founded in 2004 as a consultancy, now a broader research/media 
organization  

•  Not a typical analyst, consulting or research model … 

•  Our parent organization now owns three of the top four procurement and 
supply chain blog, media and research sites on a global basis 

•  We have published extensively on supplier management technology in 
the past 18 months – probably more so than any other firm  

The team 

•  Former strategy and supply chain / sourcing consultants 

•  Former heads of procurement 

•  Former traders (semi-finished, finished metals products)  

•  Former product managers / sales engineers in the procurement sector   

The sites 

•  www.spendmatters.com – First blog in sector, now the largest global 
media site 

•  www.agmetalminer.com –<4 years old, largest metals publication in N.A. 

•  spendmatters.co.uk – Number two English language procurement site in 
the UK/European market  

•  www.hcmatters.com – Recently launched healthcare site examining 
clinical and vendor supply chain management practices  
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Agenda 

Supplier Management and Supplier Networks: A Backdrop 
Looking Forward: The Supplier Network of the Future  
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Understanding the context and importance of supplier 
networks today: hypotheses and central premise 

1.  Today, we’re still doing far too many things on a one-to-one basis where a many-to-

many approach would save time and money  

2.   Supplier networks have become an essential component of P2P enablement – 

companies are asking about their capability even before short-listing potential P2P 

software platform providers  

3.  The network value proposition has evolved from basic plumbing – in some 

cases, quite significantly 

4.  There’s nothing basic about “the basics” when it comes to the tasks that networks 

are enabling today: supplier enablement, catalog/content management, 

infrastructure plumbing, electronic invoicing, supplier search, etc.  

5.  Today’s networks are already providing the foundation for tomorrow’s capabilities, 

which will greatly expand connectivity and connectedness  
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The role of networks in the past: supplier enablement and 
on-boarding   

  Supplier enablement is fundamental to a range of 
procurement initiatives, but absolutely core for 
eProcurement and electronic invoicing (collectively P2P) 

  This area was an afterthought in early P2P 
implementations, yet done properly, it enables organizations 
to capture supplier information in a streamlined manner 

  Fields that often count: 
  Contact details 

  TIN numbers 

  Banking information  

  VAT/tax requirements  

  Integration with all relevant systems is critical (not just P2P) 
  Supplier enablement may also now include additional data 

enrichment and risk checks (e.g., parent/child relationship, 
diversity status, financial stability)  
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The role of networks in the past: transactional 
interchange and plumbing 

  The connectivity capabilities of early-stage P2P tools often 
included only limited transactional capability interchange 
and archiving for POs, ASNs, invoices, etc.  

  In the early days of e-procurement, supplier networks 
emerged from a world of proprietary EDI providers, VANs 
and competing standards to enable basic document (e.g., 
PO, ASN, invoice) exchange, translation and connectivity 
between buyer and supplier systems for simple purchases 

  Ironically, these new “open” networks ended up largely 
being anything but – the majority positioned themselves 
under the guise of open standards (e.g., cXML), but in 
reality, became just another intermediary and standard 
rather than enabling broad interoperability in the spirit of 
the open standards of the Internet  

  …Yet despite our cynicism, transactional plumbing still 
counts if you want to avoid paper!  
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The role of networks in the past: closing the invoicing 
loop…  

  Think of electronic invoicing as a purpose built network 
application built on top of network “plumbing”  

  The value-added capability of P2P and network 
providers today can enable the ability to configure and 
deploy complex invoice workflow, matching, approvals 
and overall process management to improve linkages 
between procurement, payables (AP) and treasury 

  For procurement and AP organizations, becoming a top 
performer in this area requires a means to electronically 
exchange business documents and information with an 
entire supply base – not just top suppliers 

  This helps lower the integration barrier for all suppliers 
regardless of size, addressing the needs of large, middle 
market, and small suppliers alike 
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The role of networks in the past: content and catalog 
management  

  As part of the network experience, catalog and content 
management tools enable initial supplier content on-
boarding, supplier self-service, multi-catalog searches, 
configuration and what we’ll term “virtual punch-out,” 
which includes distributed content search, aggregation 
and presentation of information (not to mention the 
application of specific rules to this distributed data) 

  Providers in these areas can enable technically savvy 
business users (not IT) to administer the overall content 
and catalog management program once it’s up and 
running 

  It’s critical to remember that the expected level of catalog 
maintenance and updates is not something that a single 
(or a few) skilled internal resources using a standard ERP 
or P2P toolset can expect to accomplish across dozens 
or hundreds of suppliers 
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The role of networks in the past: supplier search and 
discovery  

  Supplier search is a newer value proposition for supplier 
networks although the basic capabilities of directory-like 
search features go back many years 

  Network models range from search and discovery on 
basic fields (e.g., UNSPSC or NAICS code search and 
geography information) to broader capabilities, some of 
which include full RFX enablement – and quite a bit in 
between  

  The ability to search for suppliers matters based on 
context and role 

  Design/engineering phase 
  Prototype parts 
  Initial ramp / pre-production 
  Production (e.g., alterative suppliers) 

  Supplier search is still largely predicated on supplier-
provided data and advertising models, rather than a 
model based on network intelligence and insight or 
validated information 
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Looking at the emerging need today …  

We’re in the early days of P2P and supplier network enablement in the current environment … 
Procurement, finance and other teams in the business have an emerging set of business needs which 

future network models could potentially address  

  The breadth and complexity of processes that companies increasingly use in procurement, 
invoicing and supplier management solutions today is evolving rapidly …  

  … Consider how from e-procurement adoption to early inroads by electronic invoice presentment 
payment (EIPP) and related discounting solutions in North America – not to mention broader e-
invoicing adoption in the EU – organizations are depending on electronic connections and 
information exchange with suppliers to support an increasing array of capabilities 

  At the same time, procurement, finance, operations, legal, compliance and related leaders in 
companies are increasingly dependent on supplier-focused systems to capture a range of 
vendor details from basic insurance certifications to advanced risk ratings and reports. Moreover, 
sourcing and supplier management professionals inside companies are looking to new 
capabilities to identify new sources of supply and better manage the performance of 
existing relationships  
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New procurement and supply chain risk / compliance challenges 
are a growing hassle for procurement 

•  In the case of direct materials (e.g. parts, 
components, chemicals, ingredients), 
procurement and supply chain organizations face 
a double whammy in the proliferation of 
ingredients, substances, parts, components and 
regulations (regional, country, etc.) they must 
manage within their supply chains and global 
sources of supply/geographies in the elements 
that make up individual product supply chains 

–  Must also adhere to local regulations in the 
markets they sell into 

–  Risk elements can now impact the bottom 
and top line 

–  Marketing “greenness” increases end-use 
product appeal as a secondary opportunity, 
especially in Europe   
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The cost and effort required to manage supplier compliance and risk – not to 
mention attention grabbing negative headlines is creating a new opportunity 
for supplier networks to step in 

•  The supplier management platform market 
has emerged to tackle a range of 
compliance and risk issues  

–  80% of the market today tends to 
address “vendor specific” issues 

–  20% of companies take issues down 
to the part/item/project level, but this 
is an increasing percentage 

•  Many of these initiatives to date have 
focused on supplier financial risk and 
basic vendor on-boarding (e.g., diversity 
information capture)...  

•  …but a range of non-financial related 
challenges are also leading companies to 
make investments in this area 

–  Labor practices, manufacturing 
practices at Chinese suppliers 

–  Product recalls  
–  Regulatory compliance 
–  Lawsuits work their ways through the 

courts (e.g., Chinese drywall)  
–  Natural disasters, geographic 

concentration 
–  IP/data security and theft  
–  New product launch delays  

•  Procurement and supply chains are becoming 
the stewards of this information for the rest of 
the organization 

•  Supplier networks can offer an effective and 
lower-cost means of managing information such 
as this in a one-to-many or many-to-many 
manner 

Source:	  Aravo	  
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Consider the range of areas that supplier networks may 
eventually enable 

•  Supply chain traceability (often multi-tier)  
–  Avoidance of “conflict” items such as 

conflict minerals 
–  Certification that products do not 

contain restricted or hazardous 
substances  

•  Safety and quality standards  
•  Insurance certifications 
•  Individual certifications and accreditation  
•  Cross-industry corporate, social responsibility 

(CSR) compliance – e.g., emissions tracking 
and monitoring (CO2)  

•  Ongoing supplier performance mgmt. (SPM)  
•  Labor practices, standards, supplier codes of 

conduct, etc.  
•  Factory audits 
•  Government watch lists 
•  Requirements built on regulatory 

requirements and reporting  
Supplier networks can serve as a tool to 

capture both basic and advanced 
information in a many-to-many fashion, 

saving time and improving accuracy (and 
data validation)  
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Beyond offering transactional plumbing and connectivity, 
what types of supplier information will networks manage?  

•  Corporate Details  
•  Mailing Address 
•  Phone Numbers 
•  Key Individuals  
•  Banking 

Information 
•  Insurance 

Certifications 
•  Licenses  
•  TIN / Tax / W9 
•  Catalogs / 

products 

  Spend Data 
  Multi-tier Information 

(e.g., tier 2 diversity 
data) 

  Diversity Status -- 
minority, women, 
veteran, 8(a) 

  SBA 
  FCPA 
  Business Continuity  
  Performance / Risk / 

Health Information  
  Labor Compliance 
  CSR / Sustainability  
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The evolving supplier network model … looking toward the 
future 

From     To      
•  Built for buyers and suppliers 

•  Designed to enable trading •  Designed to enable relationships 

•  One-to-one or many-to-one •  Many-to-many 

•  Enables A/P and “buyers” •  Enables procurement and the business 

•  Driving operational efficiency •  Driving operational efficiency and 
business initiatives 

•  Driving transactions •  Driving commerce and compliance 

•  Step-change in efficiency •  Orders of magnitude change in efficiency 

•  Built for buyers  
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Considering the functional building blocks of tomorrow’s 
networks 
  The supplier network promise of tomorrow will offer a transformative 

experience for buying organizations 

  It’s only a matter of time until networks begin to combine transactional 

connectivity, supplier management and other capabilities in a many-to-

many fashion 

  These approaches will unite a number of capabilities to create new value 

propositions for buying organizations, from integrated supplier management 

and search to global transactional connectivity/standards for transactions 

and information exchange 

  To eliminate duplication of effort, some will provide a single location for non-

procurement (and procurement) stakeholders to manage up-to-date 

supplier information for special initiatives like CSR, diversity, risk, etc. 

   At the same time, others will offer plug and play connectivity for 

transactional systems of record, regardless of the overall heterogeneity of 

an organization’s systems environment or other existing supplier network 

connects 
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Imagine a many-to-many network that could address the 
following supplier data challenges in a plug and play model  

  Within a network environment, supplier accuracy including typos, 
transpositions and other errors will be nearly eliminated or at least 
addressed in an automated and systematic fashion (examples include 
notifications, reminders, validations, follow-up communications, data 
entry, data entry corrections, approval and internal notifications, etc.) 

  Ongoing validations – central repository, a clear source of truth, which 
simplifies 3rd party integrations and augmentations – examples include 
OSHA, DOT, EPA checks, code of conduct agreements and compliance, 
NDAs, ILA, chain of custody, CSR 

  W8/W9 onboarding – document collection, compliance assurance 

  Certs & reps collection – increases standard terms compliance and 
reduces contract negotiation cycle 

  Supplier diversity validation – MWBE status & certificate collection, 
integrated SBA size calculations 

  Pre-qualification assessment – e.g. commodities, bonding capacity  

  Safety assessment – validate and collect vendor policies 

  Insurance vetting – amounts, providers, riders 

  Ongoing new compliance requirements – dynamically engage with 
vendors regarding business changes 
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How will the benefits of tomorrow’s networks accrue?  

  Networks will increase productivity, potentially by an order of 
magnitude, when it comes to both buyer and supplier 
relationship management 

  Duplication of effort, whether it involves suppliers 
uploading insurance certifications or buyers searching 
for a niche supplier that meets a specific, regional 
environmental standard, will be eliminated 

  Suppliers will provide and update administrative 
information once -- which will cascade across all of their 
customers 

  Networks of tomorrow will ultimately foster entirely new 
ecosystems that go beyond the initial capabilities that will 
soon enter the market  

   As an archetype for this, consider how LinkedIn groups 
have created a new type of social connectivity between 
like-minded individuals or how Facebook games 
comprise a material component of overall time and 
interaction on the social networking site  
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Thinking through network maturity – three stages to lift-off  

Foundational Building – In the foundational building phase, companies will supplement 
first generation P2P connectivity with some the capabilities we spoke of earlier in this 
presentation 

Integrated Process and Management – At the integrated process and management 
phase, organizations will leverage many-to-many network approaches that cross supplier 
management, P2P connectivity and supplier discovery bounds, integrating two or all three 
areas into a single offering. Suppliers will have a single portal into their customers to 
manage their own profile details, certifications and transactional content (not to mention 
being able to search for new business opportunities with existing buying organizations and 
new customers). It’s important to note that a single network may not emerge to provide all 
options, and organizations may opt to piece together different capabilities into a single 
internal and supplier facing portal/hub. They may also rely on vendors to create integrated, 
partner-driven offerings 

Advanced Connectivity – When networks and organizations achieve stages of advanced 
connectivity, new types of business models and relationships will ensue, built on top of the 
connectivity foundation underlying trading partner and relationship management network 
capabilities. These new use cases will help buying organizations uncover entirely new 
opportunities, from greatly enhancing working capital and reducing forecasting uncertainty 
through cash management, demand aggregation, hedging and treasury programs that 
incorporate the extended supply chain to enabling suppliers to launch new products and 
drive business growth through new network-based relationships and collaborative 
interchanges 
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A selection of next generation supplier network models to 
watch – might three different models eventually converge? 
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Summary 

 Supplier networks can already help companies overcome a range of challenges 
today including: supplier enablement, transactional plumbing, catalog and content 
management, electronic invoicing and supplier search 

 Supplier networks that simply focus on transactional connectivity will go the way 
of EDI and should be relegated to competing only on price  

 Networks that truly do not enable many-to-many economies of scale for both 
buyers and suppliers, benefit technology vendors at the expense of customers  

 The network of the future is just beginning to emerge, yet early models in the 
market are going to rapidly reshape how we think about connecting with our 
supply base – the next decade will change everything  

 Think about the amazing potential that networks will bring from “app-store” like 
capabilities to enabling third-parties to build on the ecosystem to worldwide 
predictive risk indicators and related metrics  
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And one final thought …  
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A metaphorical question for consideration: will you have to pay 
increasing network fees for the same quality roads or will 
someone build a better highway?  

? 
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